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Abstract. In engineering activities, people must integrate the sustainable development concept and the scientific development concept into their views, so the engineering ethics education is necessary for the engineering talent cultivation in universities. Relying on professional courses and related practice, this paper designed the coupling teaching model of "engineering ethics education" and "bilingual education" and reviewing its effectiveness. The study aimed to introduce the personal responsibility and obligation of engineer and to form engineering ethics for students, meanwhile to improve the student's professional accomplishment and the internationalization level of the course.

1 The Significance and Necessity of Engineering Ethics Education in Universities

Engineers take responsibilities to the social environment, for which they should not only consider the contemporary person interests and effective promotions of the healthy society development, but also care about the survival foundation for future generations and other species\cite{1}. Therefore, carrying out the engineering ethics education reasonably and effectively in universities may have continually strong influence on the engineer cultivation, that accord with the own conditions and development planning of universities. It should satisfy the economic construction needs for countries and industries; and be the supplement of technological progress and social development as well\cite{2}\cite{3}.

Based on the relevant professional courses, this paper introduced overseas professional teaching materials, and designed coupling teaching model of "engineering ethics education" and "bilingual education" around engineers' personal responsibility and obligation and reviewed its effectiveness. By reasonable organization of teaching contents and designed catalytic students’ study efficiency, this research focused on shaping the ethical values of engineering students in the value choice of the transformation from technological to reality productivity, in the humanities concern of engineering education, in the ethics following up of project constructions, and in moral self-discipline in the project management. Meanwhile, the bilingual environment was provided to strengthen English language abilities and to improve the international awareness of college students. This coupling teaching model was aimed to improve the students' professional attainment and the course’s internationalization level for training comprehensively innovative talents who may serve the society by person responsibility with higher humanities accomplishment and solid professional foundations\cite{4}\cite{5}.

Results of this paper conforms to the " Excellent Engineers Training Plans" of the 21st century, namely cultivating new engineering subjects who should have the engineering conscience and the sustainable development concept\cite{6}\cite{7}. The principle significance of this paper is beneficially to promote the harmony between engineering and environment, as well as human and nature.
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2 The Integration of Bilingual Teaching in Engineering Ethics Education

Bilingual teaching can be fully embodied the characters of research and innovation in university education[8]. Integration of bilingual education into the professional teaching mode is beneficial for students to master academic frontiers and current trends. Hence, the students may adopt needs of international market effectively and expand their career opportunities finally[9][10]. For this reason, by the research of engineering ethics training, this paper combined engineering ethics course with bilingual training to establish the “Inquire & Involve” teaching mode which possesses engineering characteristics, and to explore its effectiveness connectedly.

During the teaching process, this research constructed two core contents as “Inquire” and “Involve”; adjusted key knowledge and difficulty levels according to students' feedback timely and summaries the practice effect to modify the teaching plan. As one of core contents, inquiry teaching is a discuss-based teaching method to explore the problem as a guide, which is an interactive learning path for students to study problems with teachers or experts. Inquiry teaching adopts the two-way communication between teaching and learning to avoid the breaking of them and inertia in the teaching process, which introduces more initiative in students’ learning. And Participatory teaching, another core content, is student-centered teaching method, which emphasizes students' active in exploration and discovery of knowledge, and in construction of knowledge meaning as well. In fact, in this process, students play the main role to summarize scientific research ideas, combine theory with practice, and improve their research ability finally; while the teacher plays the guiding role.

In this paper, the Chinese/English bilingual experimental teaching was supported by the professional courses “Engineering Ethics”. According to the unity frontier and practicability, the lecture contents were selected from the originally English textbooks and materials composed by famous experts. The contents choice laid emphasis on covering basic knowledge of engineering ethics, considering the scheduling and requirements in the actual teaching and students demand situations. Arranged in the form to facilitate the needs of teaching and students' self-study, this lecture contents set problem sets behind each chapter to guide the concentrated thinking of students concerned with how to use learned basic principle to analyze the engineering ethics problems on the purpose of solving ethical dilemmas. To study using both mother tongue and English thinking can train students to be able to easily interpret ideas according to research and communication objects.

3 Design of The Coupled Teaching Mode

This paper designed the teaching mode which coupling the engineering ethics education and bilingual education to conduct the specialized course teaching and concepts penetrating throughout the civil engineering discipline[11]. Depending on active construction of practice platform, this research presented two teaching processes as "problem-centered" and "student-centered", focusing on the ethical dilemmas and responsibility conflicts which might be encountered by engineers in the engineering practice. This coupled teaching mode aims to solve the application of engineering ethic criterion in real environment, and to promote engineering ethics education in the college students completely.

1. Teaching mode of specialized course improvement: Developed engineering ethics course relying on civil engineering specialty and made the teaching plan and outline. The teaching contents were mainly summarized as: (1) proficient in identifying moral problems and moral issues in engineering; (2) understand, clarify and evaluate the arguments of the opposing parties in the moral issue; (3) compose a consensus and comprehensive view based on relevant facts; (4) identify alternative answers to moral questions and accept creative solutions to practical difficulties; (5) accurate use of universal ethical language.

In teaching sections, students were encouraged to carry out the "simulate teaching", in which students might be effort on case analysis for real or virtual engineering ethics cases by conducting literature investigation and team discussion, then gave English presentations in the end of working.
Different to the traditional teaching mode which confined teachers and students in teaching and listening separately, the modified mode allows students to become the core of the lecture to improve their literacies on engineering ethics and foreign language skill. The English teaching parts pay attention to interaction with students, which encourage students to speak or answer questions in English, besides oral communication of main contents during lectures. And multimedia and other teaching aids were used to demonstrate outlines of lectures and images which can help students to deepen their impression and arouse their interest in learning. So that students can improve their English level without affecting the understanding of professional knowledge.

2. Teaching mode of concept infiltration: Students in engineering subject should learn many courses concerned with science and technology except the specialized course of engineering ethics. To infiltrate the engineering ethics concepts into above courses may extend the audience group, which is beneficial for students to understand the connections between engineering ethics and their working fields. This teaching mode can enhance the course influence and optimize the teaching effect. In courses concerned with engineering introduction and theoretical research, the issue of ethical cases is organically integrated into the whole teaching process. The experience of dilemma solving process is beneficial for students to identify and deal with the engineering ethical issues, and to improve the engineering ethics consciousness and decision-making ability. This teaching organization should select exploratory contents to develop students thought, then obtain satisfied achievements.

3. Teaching mode of engineering practice: Created practice platform including training sections of project practices, course designs and graduation projects. The hands-on experience gained from practice activities, for example, finding dilemmas in field of engineering ethics, is helpful for students to enhance their independent thinking and handle case studies practically. As a result, their external theories of engineering ethics will be transformed internal beliefs and behaviors.

Above teaching methods have the same purposes of shaping engineering ethics values correctly for students in university. The trainings can help students to hold their society's sense of responsibility and moral sensitivity, when they face to decision-making, design and construction, and project management in the future. When ethical issues arise, these students should make their own judgment and choice, and create a harmonious and stable environment for the development of human society with rigorous scientific attitude and realistic spirit.

4 Conclusion

The construction of harmonious society cannot be separated from high-quality engineering talent cultivation, which requires us to set up the correct concept of engineering ethics and social responsibility education. This study of engineering ethics education achieved the international practice mode and professional teaching contents effectively. The coupled teaching mode of "engineering ethics education" and "bilingual education" can guide the values shaping of students and improve engineering ethics training effect feasibly.

At the beginning, this paper selected undergraduate and graduate students of civil engineering profession as objects in practice teaching, and then the research results can be extended within the whole university by adjusting teaching mode and confirming its effectiveness according to the student feedback. By explored effective ways of internationally innovative talents cultivation, this paper establishes "responsibility" and "conscience" as the core content of engineering ethics education and provides a new perspective for the educational reform of engineering ethics in our country.
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